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ABSTRACT

This study deals with the neutronic analysis of the current core configuration of a 3
MW TRIGA MARK 11 research reactor at Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE),
Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh and validation of the results by benchmarking with the
experimental, operational and available Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) values, The
three-dimensional continuous-energy Monte Carlo code MCNP4C was used to develop a
versatile and accurate full-core model of the TRIGA core. 'Me model represents in detail all
components of the core with literally no physical approximations All fresh fuel and control
elements as well as the vicinity of the core were precisely described. Continuous energy
cross-section data from ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-V and S(aP) sattering functions from the
ENDF/B-V library were used. The validation of the model against benchmark experimental
results is presented, The MCNP pedictions and the experimentally determined values are
found to be in very good agreement, which cates that the Monte Carlo model is correctly
simulating the TRIGA reactor.
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1. Introduction

A 3 MW TRIGA MARK 11 research reactor was commissioned at the Atomic Energy
Research Establishment, Savar, Dhaka in 1986 and it went critical on 14 th September, 1986.
The reactor was designed to effectively implement the various field of basic nuclear research,
manpower training and production of radioisotopes for its uses in agriculture, industry and
medicine. This multi-purpose reactor, capable of both steady statt, and pulsing operation, haa
been put into service in several disciplines since commissioning.

An increasing interest for reactor calculations by research reactor user has been
observed in recent years. It is simulated by the low pce and high performance of small,
particularly personal computers, which enable the development of reactor calculations also in
small research reactor centers. A variety of advanced and sophisticated computer codes for
research reactor calculations have been developed or adapted for small and personal
computers. We have many available experimental data, reactor operational data and the
experience of the investigators. The diffusion theory model using multigroup cross section
libraries analyzed some of the reactor experimental data [1]. In most cases, it Was not possible
to make valid comparisons because of the inherent difficulties in using computer codes to
model experimental or operational conditions. Examples of uch conditions are the effects of
depletion, fission product poisoning, temperature effects and control rod positions.
Furthermore, the differences between the codes and the operational data are compounded by
the various geometric and analytical approximations commonly associated with the
deLenninistic codes e.g. one dimensional, two dimensional, infinite medium, homogenization
and multigroup, cross section treatment etc. These differences in some cases have been
significant and it cannot be determined whether the discrepancies are a result of the
differences in the models or the limitations of the deterministic codes. So, application of these
codes for criticality analysis require qualification from other independent codes which to
some extent are free from the above mentioned shortcomings to determine the range of their
validity. This is especially important for application that has a direct impact on reactor safety
and operation. Because of this need for independent assessment, the Monte Carlo technique
can be beneficial. Since the Monte Carlo method simulates individual particle tracks through
a given system, it can provide a very accurate probabilistic transport solution.

In order to get exact information about he core characteristics, both experimenters and
reactor operators need more accurate calculations. For the purpose of modeling the TRIGA
MARK 1 reactor, the general purpose 3-D Monte Carlo N-Particle code MCNP4C 2] was
chosen because of its general geometry modeling capability, correct representation of
transport effects and continuous energy cross sections. The latter characteristic is the most
significant because this eliminates the need for collapsing multigroup cross sections for the
reactor model and in-core-expenments. The code treats an arbitrary three-dimensional
configuration of materials in geometric cells bounded by first- and second- egree sur aces
and fourth-degree elliptical ton'. Monte Carlo can be used to duplicate theoretically a
statistical process (such as the interaction of nuclear particles with materials) and is
particularly useful for complex problems that cannot be modeled by computer codes that use
deterministic methods. In particle transport, the Monte Carlo technique is pre-eminently
realistic (a theoretical experiment). The MCNP code provides the user a static (snapshot of
time) view and any requested quantities (.g, neutron or photon fluxes or heating rates).
MCNP can calculate eigenvalues for multiplying systems and allows very detailed and
accurate geometrical representation of complicated reactor configurations. These quantities
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could be extremely useful in improving the design of experiments or in an improved
understanding of the experimental data.

The scope of this study is to present the Monte Carlo computer code MCNP4C
simulation of the TRIGA MARK III benchmark experiment. To reduce possible systematic
errors due to inexact geometry simulation, a very thorough 3- dimensional model of the
TRIGA reactor was developed. All fresh fuel, control rod, and other elements (e.g., source
elements, graphite-loaded elements) models were prepared in order to be able to simulate any
possible fresh core. The MCNP4C input was prepared in such a way that a very quick setup of
any desired core configuration with an adequate position of all control rods is possible.
Continuous energy cross-section data from ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-V and Sap) scattering
functions from the ENDF/BV library were used in the calculations 351. Because of the
unavailability of cross sections of 166 Er and 16'Er nuclides in the MCNP cross section library
that came with the code 4 required for the ITRIGA analysis NJOY99.0- 6] nuclear data
processing system was used to generate these two cross section files.

An essential aspect of developing an accurate reactor physics model is validation. The
accuracy of both the neutron transport physics as represented in MCNP and the user-defined
model must be assessed, However, even though MCNP has been proven to simulate the
physical interactions correctly, that does not mean that the model of TRIGA will provide
accurate answers. Therefore, to build confidence, all the neutronic parameters including
effective multiplication factor, in-core and ex-core neutron flux and power dstributions and
benchmarking of reactivity experiments were performed for the fresh core with the MCNP4C
modeling of TRIGA reactor to supplement and compare MCNP predicted values with the
previously obtained results from diffusion theory codes and experiments, The Monte Carlo
simulation of TRIGA reactor and the determination and comparison of effective
multiplication factors at different control rod positions with existing experimental data are
presented in the first part of this pair of papers with the typical uncertainties involved in the
calculations. Power distribution in the core and the power peaking factors are also discussed
here along with the prompt neutron lifetime,

2. MCNP Modeling of TRIGA

The TRIGA core consists of 100 fuel elements arranged in a concentric hexa2onal
array within the core shroud. The reactor is a light water cooled, graphite-reflected one,
designed for continuous operation at a steady-state power level of 3000 kW (then-nal), and for
routine pulsing with reactivity insertions of up to 14% 8k/k $ 200). It can be operated at
power levels up to 500 kW with natural convection cooling of the core. For higher power,
forced flow mode (downward) of operation is required to transfer the reactor heat to the
cooling tower. A outstanding feature of the TRIGA reactor is its proven safety, which stems
from the large prompt negative temperature efficient of reactivity of its U-ZrH ftiel-moderator
material, The reactor and experimental facilities are surrounded by a concrete shield structure.
Four beam ports are installed in the shield structure. The beam ports are tubular penetrations
through the concrete shield and the reactor tank water that terminate at either the reactor
reflector assembly or the edge of the core. The thermal column is installed in the lower portion
of the shield structure; it penetrates the concrete shield and terminates at the outer edge of the
reflector. The reactor core and reflector assembly is located at the bottom of a aluminum tank of
2 in diameter and 82 in deep (Fig. 1). Approximately 64 in of water above the core provides
vertical shielding.
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The reactor core consists of a lattice of fuel-moderator elements, graphite dummy
elements (optional), and control rods. Figure 2 shows the cross sectional view of the present
core arrangement of the reactor, which was achieved on October 9 1986 during reactor start-
up at full power operation. In the present core configuration, there are 95 fuel-moderator
elements, 18 graphite dummy elements, control rods, I transient control rod and I
pneumatic transfer tube and 6 source.locations, Elements are arranged in seven concentric
rings: A, B, C� D, E, F, and G, having 1 6 12, 189 24, 30, and,16 locations, respectively. Each
location corresponds to a hole in the aluminum upper grid plate of the reactor. Six more holes
near the G-ring of the grid plate locate and provide supports for the neutron source holder at
alternate positions. The spaces between the rods are filled with waters that act as coolant and
moderator.

The TRIGA MARK II research reactor was modeled in ftill three-dimens onal detail to
minimize the number of approximations. There are several features in the MCNP4C which
make it possible to describe geometric systems which may contain identical (sitnilar)
components arranged in a specific pattern as can be seen in a reactor. The amount of input
data the user has to provide and the amount of computer memory needed by problems that
have a lot of geometrical repetition is thus reduced. These features include the universe
concept, lattice option and fill specification 2]. The user can specify that a cell is to be filled
with something called a universe. A universe is either a lattice or an arbitrary collection of
cells, A single universe, described only once, can be designated to fill each of any number of
cells in the geometry. Some or all of the cells in a universe may themselves be filled with
universes. This repeated structure capability of MCNP was used to create a full core, three-
dimensional model of TRIGA. The primary tool used in the full core model is the fill array
matrix specification. This tool makes fil ing of the elements (fuel rods, control rods, graphite
dummy rods, transient rod, pneumatic transfer tube and central thimble) in the TRIGA core
lattice structure. This fill array is a 17 X 17 elements square matrix that designates the
universe that fill the various lattice positions in the reactor tank. in case of hexagonal lattice
geometry, the radius of the equivalent unit cell in tenns of the lattice pitch (i.e., the distance
between fuel pin centerlines in the lattice) was considered to be 0525 times of the pitch 71,

The universe is defined by the integers on the fill specification on a cell- card. The TRIGA

MARK II lattice can be represented as a hexagonal prism, solids with eight faces, with a 

dimension in the third axis. [In the fill matrix, 3 designates the central thimble, 1- fuel rods, 2-

control rods, 4- graphite dummy elements, 5- transient rod, 6- pneumatic tube, source

locations and 7- water locations.]

The fuel elements were modeled explicitly specifying the detailed structure of the rod

(Fig. 3 to eliminate any homogenization effects. A small hole is drilled through the center of

the active fuel section to facilitate hydriding; a zrconium rod is inserted in this hole after

hydriding is complete. The tapered end fixtures of the stainless steel were also modeled with a

very little approximation. In the TRIGA LEU -(low enriched uranium) fuel, the

temperature-hardened spectrum is used to decrease reactivity through its interaction with a low

energy-resonance material. Thus, erbium, with its double resonance at -0.5 eV, is used in the

TRIGA LEU fuel as both a burnable poison and a material to enhance the prompt ngative

temperature coefficient 8]�

The power level of 'the TRIGA reactor is controlled with six control rods a regulating

rod, four shim/safety rods, and a transient rod. The control rods were explicitly Modeled along

the active length containing 3 vertical sections of boron carbide, fuel follower and a void

region with the exception that the fuel follower section of the transient rod was replaced

3
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through a void region. The exterior of the control rods is a 34925 cm outer diameter, scaled
stainless steel tube that penetrates the top and bottom grid plates and is always laterally
guided by the grid plates during the entire stroke of the dve. The control rods travel
vertically a distance of approximately 38.1 cm between their fully withdrawn and inserted
positions, as shown in Fig. 4 The upper section of the rod is voidi the next 38.1 cm is the
neutron absorber (graphite impregnated with powdered boron carbide); the follower section
consists of 38.1 cm of U-ZrH,.6 fuel. The bottom section is void. When the fueled-follower
control rod is in its fully withdrawn position, the ftieled part comes into the active part of the
core, while the upper, absorbing part leaves the core completely. The same is true for the air
follower transient rod. The safety/transient rod is a sealed, 94.996 cm long by 1 1 8 cm diameter
aluminum tube containing lid boron carbide as a neutron absorber. Below the absorber is aii
air-filled follower section, The absorber section is 38,1 cm long and the follower is 55.753 cm
long. The transient rod passes through the core in a perforated aluminum guide tube of outer
diameter 36321 cm. The holes in the bottom grid plate plugged with removable fuel element
adapters that rest on the safety plate were also modeled. These fuel element adapters are
aluminum cylinders 38 cm in diameter by about 45.7 cm long, The lower end fits into a hole in
the safety plate. The upper end of the cylinder is flush with the upper surface of the bottom grid
plate when the adapter is in place. This end of the adapter has a hole similar to that in the
bottom grid plate for accepting the fuel element lower end fitting. When the control rod is fully
inserted, there is about 254 cm of clearance between the rod bottom and the safety plate. The
safety plate is provided to preclude the possibility of control rods failing out of the core. It is a
1.9 c thick plate of aluminum attached with rods to the bottom grid plate and located about
45.7 cm below the id plate. Therefore all the control ods were explicitly modeled along the
active length with the exception of the ive mechanism. The central thimble was considered to
be filled with water in the model and the pneumatic tube was assumed to be void. The
graphite dummy elements are of the same general dimensions and construction as the
fuel-moderator elements, except these elements are filled entirely with graphite. Six source
locationsintheupper 'dplate(I.58cmdiameter)werealsomodeled.

The model was extended up o 53.34 cm radially containing the graphite reflector and
lead shield and approximately I 10 cm above and below the core centerline, which was more
than sufficient t account for the neutron returning from the H20 coolant above and below the
core (Fig. 5). An annular well on the inside diameter in the top of the graphite reflector that

'des for the rotary specimen rack was also modeled. This well is lined wth aluminum and
is an integral part of the aluminum reflector housing. The outer wall of the reflector housing
extends 0.8 in above the top of the core that serves as upper plenum was also modeled. A
plenum welded to the bottom of the reflector was also modeled. The radial and tangential beam
ports were also modeled (Fig. 6 An aluminum tube that forms a housing for the piercing
radial beam port pierces the graphite and the outer surface of the aluminum can. Two additional
holes penetrate the graphite, one for a radial beam tube and one for the tangential beam tube.
These holes do not pierce the aluminum can, and their respective beam tubes terminate in line
with them, just outside the reflector can. Shielding plug of graphite is incorporated into each
beam port to prevent radiation streaming. Modeling of the reactor extended up to the reactor
tank consists of an aluminum vessel .635 cm thick) installed in the reactor shield structure. It
has an inside diameter of approximately 2 . Thus, it has been possible to describe the
geometry of the TRIGA reactor explicitly without resorting to any approximation at all. A
summary of the principal design parameters and material composition data for the TRIGA
MARK 11 research reactor is given in Table 1. All geometric and material data are taken froin
the fabrication and shipment documentation, provided by the reactor manufacturer General
Atomics of USA.

4
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Table 1. Principal Design Parameters and Material Composition Data of the TRIGA
MARK 11 Research Reactor used for Neutronic Analysis

Geometrical Data Fuel lement7 Fuel in Fuel-follower
Radius of Zirconium rod (cm) 0.3175 0.3175
Radius of Fuel (cm) 1682245 1.69164
Gap thickness (cm) 0.00381 0.00381
Cladding thickness (cm) 0.0508 0.0508

Material Composition Fuel element Fuel in Fuel-follower
Mass of U-Er-ZrH (g) 2466.096842 2089.809999
Mass of uranium (g) 493.2193684 417.962
Mass of 21U (9) 97.65684211 82.756
Uranium (wt%) 90 20
Enrichment %) 19.7998798 19.7995
Erbium (wt%) 0.47 0.47
Mass of erbium (g) I 1 �59065513 9.822106962
Mass of 166 Er (g) 3.871278783 3.280583698
Mass of 167 Er (g) 2.66190984 9.255745057
Hydrogen-zirconium atom ratio 1.6 L6
Composition Control rod absorber
Absorber 134C
Natural boron (wt%) 80

Atomic Number Density X 1024 atom/CM31

Material (density: g/crn') Nuclide Fuel element Fuel in Fuel-follower
Fuel Meat 2RU 6.491295097 x 10' 6.416713999X 10-4

(U-Er-ZrH) 238u 2.596110832 x 10-3 2.566282051 x 10-3

'H 5,281039106 x 10-2 5.220361432 x 10-2

nal Zr 3.300649442 x 10-2 3,262725913 x 10-2

166Er 3.645075053 x 1 0' 3.603194166 x I '
167Er 1491330402 x 10-5 1 2.462705703 x I '

Zr-rod 6,52) nat Zr 4.3044407 x 0-2
Mo-ring 10.2) nat MO 6.4024 x 0-7
Graphite 1.65) IzC 8.2730 x lo-,,

Stainless Steel Clad naCr 1.7381 x 10-2
(SS-304 7889) 55Mn 1.7124 x 10-'

na'Fe 5 '9195 x 10-2

na'N1 7.5996 x 10-'

Control rod 2.465) 1013 2.1386 x I 0-IZ
1113 8.6082 x 10-2

12C 2.6867 x 1-2

Reflector 1.65) 12C 8.2730 x 1-2

Lead Shield (I 13405) 20/Pb 3.2960 x 10-2
Grid Plate/Guide Tube/ nal Si 2.3150 10-4

Center Thimble/ Aluminum natFe 2.0337 x 10'
Tank/Lazy Susan/Reflector 55 Mn 4.4380 x 10

Housing natMg 5.3490 x 10-4

(Anodized Aluminum: 27) naCr 4,6890 x 10-5

27 Al 5.8830 x 10-2

Coolant 0.99644) 1H 6.6678665 x 0-2
(-270C) 16o 3.3339332 x 10-2

5
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The primary coolant of TRIGA is non-pressurized and experiences a room
temperature of - 270C. Based on these operating conditions, most of the continuous energy
neutron interaction data from the ENDF/B-VI cross-section library for 300K evaluations were
used in the MCNP calculation. Some data from ENDF/B-VI evaluation were not available
the neutron cross-section data for nalZr, nalMo, nalCr, naiFe, natNi, nalsi, and naMg wore taken

from the ENDF/B-V library. 4 There are two standard methods in MCNP for treating thermal
neutron interactions: the free gas thermal treatment and the S(ap) thermal library available
for only a few low-z materials at certain temperatures. Full S(ap) treatment for Zr in ZrH, H
in ZrH, light water and graphite at 300"K were used in order to accurately simulates the

operational reactor at room temperature. This special scattering law data files. processed from

ENDF-B/lV data, was obtained from the standard set that accompanied the MCNP4C code

[4-5]. The slow neutron scattering cross section data used to account for the molecular

binding effects of the light water, H/Zr and Zr/H were also evaluated at 300K. These thermal

scattering data are essential to accurately model the neutron interactions at energies below -

4eV.

The MCNP model was set up to duplicate the startup conditions of the reactor with

fresh fuel and two control rod positions: critical and fully withdrawn conditions having no

fission products at the ambient temperature of 300K for the present core arrangement of the

reactor, which was achieved on October 9 1986 during reactor start-up at full power (Fig. 2.

The MCNP calculations were ran in a Pentium III PC with a clock speed of 733 Hz.

3. Generation of Cross Section Library

MCNP uses continuous-cnergy nuclear and atomic cross-section data. Continuous

energy cross-section data of two most important nuclides present in the TRIGA LEU fuel,

e.g., 166 Er and "'Er, were unavailable in the data library that came with the MCNP4C package

[4]. Therefore NJOY nuclear data processing system was used to generate these two cross

section files. The principal advantage of NJOY is its most general-purpose applicability and

comprehensive capability to process data in the recent ENDF format. The US Evaluated

Nuclear Data Files (ENDF) [5] has progressed through a number of versions; the latest

version ENDF/B-VI has recently become available 3 These libraries represent the

underlying nuclear data from a physics viewpoint, but practical ca rations usually require

special libraries for particle transport codes or reactor core analysis. This is the mission of

NJOY. It takes the basic data from the nuclear data library and converts them into forms

needed Ifor applications. The NJOY99.0 6], latest version of NJOY, was used to process the

data library using the modules RECONR, BROADR and ACER of NJOY code. One of the

design goals for MCNP has been to use the most detailed epresentation of the physics of a

problem that is practical. Therefore, the ACE (a compact ENDF) format has evolved to

include all the details of the ENDF representations for neutron and photon data. However, for

the sake of efficiency, the representation of data in ACE format is quite different from that in

ENDF. The fundamental difference is the use of random access with pointers to the various

parts of the data. Other key differences include the use of union energy grids, equal-

probability bins, and cumulative probability distributions. MCNP requires that all the cross

sections be given on a single union energy grid suitable for linear interpolation. This is one of

the reasons that the RECONR and BROADR modules of NJOY are also organized around

union grids and linear interpo lation.

The NJOY99.0 code system was installed in a 733 MHz speed Pentium. III PC under

Windows98 operating system and continuous energy cross section for 166 Er and 167 Er were

6
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processed from ENDF/B-VI. At the same time, MCNP cross-section data for some other
materials were generated for validation purpose between the processed data and the data
library that came with the MCNP package 4]. The results for different test problems obtained
were found to be exactly the same, which indicates that the processed data for 166 Er and 167 Er
can be used in TRIGA calculation.

4. Results and Discussion

The neutronic analysis of the 3 MW TRIGA MARK ][I benchmark experiments at
AERE, Savar was performed by the three-dimensional continuous energy Monte Carlo code
MCNP4C. All the neutronic parameters including effective multiplication factor, in-core and
ex-core neutron flux and power distributions and benchmarking of reactivity experiments
were perforined for the fresh core with the MCNP4C modeling of the TRIGA reactor. The
main requirement for the reliable use of a particle transport computer code is its validation on
a benchmark experiment. Effective multiplication factors at different control rod positions
were benchmarked with the previously obtained results ftorn diffusion theory codes and
experiments.. Power distribution within the core and related power peaking factors were also
determined as well as prompt neutron lifetime.

4.1. Criticality calculation

Nuclear criticality, the ability to sustain a chain reaction by fission neutrons, is
characterized by kff, the eigenvalue to the neutron transport equation. All of the criticality
calculations were performed with the "kcode" option in MCNP4C. An itial spatial
distribution of fission points with ksrc" option is also required to run a cticality problem 'in
MCNP4C. The initial source distribution for the fresh-core calculations consisted of 100
points placed on the Ilksrc" card in the input file in order to put initial source points in each
cell containing fissionable material A satisfactory stabilization of the fission source was
achieved by following 3000 neutrons per cycle in 1000, 2000, and 3000 cycles, respectively,
and with a cumulative CPU time of - 595.95 min in a 733 MHz Pentium PC. In order to
decrease statistical error estimates. initial numbers of 25 cycles were skipped for each case.

The calculations of the effective multiplication factor (kff) in the eigenvalue problem
for the fresh-core were performed with the MCNP4C code. This was done because the core
multiplication factor is an integral quantity and cticality calculation is easy to perform. Also,
any gross errors in the modeling should have been immediately apparent. The MCNP4C code
generates kff information using the track length, collision and absorption estimators, as Well
as various combinations of these, to give a total of eleven estimates for the kff value. The�
combined average of the absorption/collision/track-length estimator is quoted as the kff value
in MCNP. An MCNP pictorial representation of the initial core configuration is presented in
Fig. 2 The calculations were performed for the core both with and without control rods. The
control rods in the foriner were in the critical positions and in the latter were completely
withdrawn like an excess reactivity measurement. The initial critical core configuration (kff
equal to 1.0) was obtained with critical rod height of all control rod bank positions to
37.1309% equivalent to a length of 4.146875 cm, i.e., all control rods were 23.953125 cm
inserted to the active core. The estimated statistical error (la) was reduced below 0.03% upon
3000 cycles of iteration on a nominal source size of 3,000 particles per cycle. The comparison
of the combined collision, absorption, and track length kff estimator between the experimental
value and the MCNP calculated one is shown in Table 2 The experiment was performed on
Oct. 9 1986 during reactor start-up at full power operation with initial-core condition 9].

7
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Table 2 Comparison of the MCNP Criticality Calculations to the Experiment at
Different Control Rod Positions

Method Control Rods Core Multiplication Factor, kff
Position Experiment Calculation

MCNP4C Critical 1.00 0.99749 0.00029
Withdrawn 1.077459 1.07850 000029

CITATION Withdrawn 1.077459 1.0755

The MCNP calculated value underestimated 0.2510%Ak/k for control rods critical
ions an overestimated 0 09660/oAk/k for all control rods withdrawn positions. Table 2

also 'ludes a comparison of two effective multiplication factors- the MCNP predicated
value and the CITATION predicated value 1] for the initial critical experiments in condition
of all control rods withdrawn. This re u t is very encouraging and seems to indicate that the
MCNP model of the TRIGA core is correct. Even though the MCNP prediction is very close
to the experimental value, some possible explanations for the discrepancy have been explored,
The first and foremost reason for a discrepancy could be an error in the model (ie. physical
representation of the reactor). This is a distinct possibility sce the physical characteristics of
the reactor are quite complex. Since the dimensions of the reactor were taken from the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) [8] available, it is assumed that the model is correct. It is, of

ible that some of the dimensions used i the FSAR were inaccurate. Furthermore,
because of the difficulty in modeling, simple approximation regarding the stainless steel end
fixtures of the core elements was made. This may cause no meaningful error in the modeling.
Me dimensions of the fuel elements were also taken from the FSAR. However, if the fuel
elements were not built to the blueprint specifications or if the blueprints used in developing
this model were not representative of the blueprints used for the fuel element construction,
this could have a significant impact on the core multiplication value. Any increase in the
aniount of water in the core would result in a positive reactivity insertion, if te coolant
channel thickness were increased, due to a manufacturing error, a positive reactivity inipact
could occur which may cause some errors in the result.

The coolant temperature distribution is also an uncertainty in this model. The
temperature of H20 coolant is assumed to be the room temperature of 27C that was
considered to be the average temperature of the system. The correct approach would be to
model the colder coolant inlet (which flows from upward to downward direction) and then
model the temperature rise across the core, which is 4.260C. The impact of using the
average temperature is not known nor is it easy to calculate. wever, the effect was assumed
to be small. All nuclear data library including scattering law S(ap) given in MCNP were
treated explicitly,

4.2. Power distribution

The total power produced whin the fuel and fuel follower elements of the core was
calculated using MCNP4C and is shown in Fig. 7 The ftiel and fuel follower element
numbers are such that the fuel number I in the Fig. 7 represents the C fuel element of
TRIGA core arrangement (Fig. 2 and similarly 2 3 represents C2 & C4 fuel elements and
so on, The maximum power production of 55619 x 104 kW is observed within the fuel
element designated by C4 (Fig. 2 and is assumed to be the hottest rod in the TRIGA core.

8
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4.3. Power peaking factors

The peaking factor being the most important safety parameter was studied very
carefully. The total power produced within the fuel and fuel follower elements of the core
were calculated through MCNP4C (Fig. 7 The "hot spot" is found physically at tile fuel
position C4 A maximum power of 55619 X 104 kW is observed within the C4 fuel element.
From the thermal-hydraulics point of view, the maximum power production within the
Instrumented Fuel (IF) elements designated by C and D2 in the core were also determined
and found to be 4i9364 X 104 kW and 38604 x 104 kW respectively, Now the power peaking
factors have been defined and analyzed in terms of the following parameters:

a. hot rod power peaking factor R

b. axial power peaking factor fz
c. radial power peaking factor fR

Hot rod power peaking factor ffjR is defined as the power generation in a fuel rod
relative to the core average power generation i.0- Prod / P,,,r,. The rod power factors were
calculated by MCNP for all the fuel and fuel follower elements. Since the maximum fuel
temperature is the limiting operations parameter for the core the peaking factor of geatest

importance for steady-state operation is the maximum value Of Prod Pr,4 fHR Prod

oe),,,,x = hot rod factor that determines the power generation in the each fuel element of
interest. Here the calculation was carried out for C4 fuel element (hottest channel in then-nal
hydraulic analysis) and also for the IF elements C1 and D2 due to their mportance in thermal
hydraulic study. The hot-rod factors in MCNP were calculated using the following component
values for different fuel elements:

Average Power Produced in the hottest Fuel Element
rodl- i

1�ore i max Average Power in the Core

1.8540 [for C4 fuel element]
1,6455 [for Cl fuel element]
1.2868 [for D2 fuel element]

This value for C4 fuel element (hot rod) is found to be in very good agreement with
the calculated value of 1.8746 obtained from CITATION calculation [1].

The axial power peaking factor fz is defined as (P/ P ),,la, which is axial peak-to-
average power ratio. These two power peaking factors are most important for the steady-state
operation. They determine the maximum total power released by the hottest fuel element as
well as its axial peaking value that are used as parameters in thennal-hydraulic analysis. A
comprehensive study with different core configuration was conducted on hot rod factor and it
was found [101 that fHR strongly depends on the type of reflector and core configuration, In
order to calculate the axial power distributions using MCNP within the C4, C1, and D2 fuel
elements, the fueled region 38.1 cm) was subdivided into smaller regions. In this model,
each region is taken to be one inch (2.54 cm) in length to correspond to the 15 axial regions.
The average volumetric values of power for each re ion were deten-nined and the axial
peaking factors were found to be an almost analytical chopped cosine with a peak-to-average
values of 121 123, and 1226, respectively (Fig. 8). These values show very od agreement
with of 25 supplied in the FSAR [8].

9
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Another peaking factor identified as radial peaking factor fR is defined as (P .. d
PrAradial which is the peak-to-average power on a radial plane within a fuel rod. fR demands

detail analysis, since it is very significant for fuel integrity in the pulse mode operation. It is
important in the transient analysis for calculating maximum fuel temperature. The product of
the three peaking factors is used to calculate the peak fuel temperature under adiabatic
conditions, where temperature distribution is same as the power distribution.

For calculations of fuel and cladding temperature distribution, an assessment must be
made about the radial power distribution in the fuel element. The power density is
approximately proportional to the thermal flux distribution, which reaches its maximum in
water around the element and decreases in the fuel element due to much higher absorption in
fuel than in water. However, tperature calculations show that the power density
distribution does not significantly influence the radial temperature distribution, which has an
approximately parabolic shape with a maximum in the center. Consequently, the radial power
distribution is assumed to be constant (independent of radius) in temperature calculations.
This assumption is conservative with respect to the maximum temperature in the fuel element
for stationary conditions. For pulsing, it is more conservative to assume that the temperature
radial distribution is proportional to the power density distribution as the pulse is so short (0
to 30 ms), that heat is practically not transferred from the point it was released before
temperature reaches a maximum value. The radial power-peaking factor fR -can also be
defined as peak-to-average radial power density in the fuel element i.e. P.(r) / PR. However,
the radial power density need not be radially symmetrical, and P is not a function only of r If
the fuel element is found at a location with a high thermal flux radient (e.g., near water gaps,
the irradiation channel, etc.), the radial power distribution inside the rod is tilted in the
direction of the flux gradient. For this reason, it is convenient to split it into two sub-factors

fR = fRRXfCJR

where fRR= radial rod power-peaking factor, and
IfGR= power gradient peaking factor.

The radial rod power density distribution in the different fuel elements calculated by
MCNP4C is presented in Fig' 9. The fuel portion excluding the zrconium rod at the center
(1.50495 cm) was divided into four radial re ons (each having adial thickness of 03762375
cm), making altogether five radial nodes. Released energy and temperature immediately after
the pulse are proportional to power distribution with peaking at the outer radius of fuel
material. it can be seen that, at the outer radius, power distribution is maximal, giving a peak-
to-average ratio for fRR as 1368, 1304 and 138 for Cl, D2 and C4 fuel elements,
respectively.

Then the gradient peaking factor, defined as the ratio between the maximum and

asymptotic power density r - oo) around the irregularity in the core with the homogenized

fuel unit cell, was calculated with the WIMS-D code [ 1 0- I 1 I ]. The calculated fcR was found
to be 1.85 for the central region filled with water. The total radial hot rod peaking factor in the
case of water filled central channel is, thus

& fR,,xfcR = 138 X 1.85 2553

The total peaking factor fT defined as a product of hot rod factor, axial peaking factor,

and radial peaking factor is found to be

fT = fH R X fZ X fR

= 1854 X 121 X 2553 5727247, for the hottest rod in the core.

10
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The various peaking factors calculated by MCNP4C are compared with those in the
FSAR and other calculations performed by separate computer codes [1] are shown in Table 3.
The total peaking factor implies that under extreme conditions, the peak heat generation in the
fuel element can be almost six times higher than the core average heat generation. For the
steady-state condition, this value is 224. The calculated total peaking factor shows fairly
good agreement with the FSAR, and is. somewhat larger than that in the FSAR. It is found that
the 'hot-spot' and the peaking factors are the ftinctionc&. core configuration and must -be
calculated from case to case. As it is not clear what was the actual core configuration for
which the projected values in the FSAR were calculated it is difficult to make serious
comparison. It was observed that fHR is increased in all practical cases if central irradiation
channel is used.

Table 3 Comparison of Power Peaking Factors

Type of Peaking SAR Value MCNP CITATION
Factors Calculation Calculation

fH R 1.70 1.854 1.8746
fZ 1.25 1.21 1.239
fR 2.65 2.553 2.5345
fT 5.6313 5.727247 5.8867

One of the most restrictive limits on the operation of a TRIGA core results from the
dissociation of hydrogen from the uranium-zirconium hydnide fuel. As the hydrogen is
dissociated from the fuel matrix, pressure builds up inside the fuel rod and can eventually
cause a cladding failure. Another concern is the migration hydrogen from the hot radial
center of the fuel to the pellet edge under prolonged irradiation. Hydrogen to Zirconium ratios
near the edge of the fuel can increase by over 15% from their initial values [ 2. During a
pulse, the temperature is momentarily peaked at the edge of the fuel, and even greater
hydrogen dissociation can occur. The resulting pressure can cause swelling and fuel element
deformation. Studies 13] show that hydrogen pressures resulting from a fuel temperature of
up to I C would not produce a stress in the clad in excess of its ultimate strength as long
as the cladding temperature does not exceed 500'C.

4.4. Prompt neutron lifetime

The prompt neutron lifetime is an important parameter to determine power during a
pulse that depends on the fuel type, reflector, and other core properties. The calculation is
very complicated, and for this reason, MCNP is the best tool for its calculation. This
parameter for the TRIGA reactor is calculated and benchmarked with the FSAR value. MCNP
lists he lifetime for several different termination modes, such as escape, capture, capture or
escape, and any termination. For our purposes the time to "any termination was considered
most appropriate. This accounts for axial leakage from the core but does not accountfor any
radial leakage. The calculated value with the option "any termination" is 28.718 its. Note that
MCNP applies a strict averaging technique to determine the average lifetime. This is i close
agreement with the FSAR reported value of 30 s [8].

5. Conclusions

MCNP has been used to develop a versatile and accurate reactor physics model of the
TRIGA MARK II research reactor. To minimize errors due to an inexact geometry model, the

1 1
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reactor was very thoroughly modeled. All fresh fuel and control elements as well as the
vicinity of the core were precisely simulated. MCNP4C input was prepared in such a way that
any desired core configuration could be simulated easily. Continuous energy cross-section
data from ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/I3-V and S(ap) scattering functions from the ENDF/I3-V
library were used in the calculations. Because of the unavailability of cross sections of 166 Er

167 Sand Er nuclides in the MCNP cross section library, NJOY99.0 nuclear data processing
system was used to generate these two cross section files which are essential for TRIGA
analysis. The processing of Nuclear Data Files through NJOY is a very sophisticated state-of-
the-art technology n the field of Nuclear Science Technology and only a few laboratories
in the world have this capability. This study reflects the capability in data processing that may
be used for different criticality analysis involved in the research and power reactor studies.

The consistency and accuracy of the MCNP4C model of the TRIGA reactor core was
established by comparing calculations to the experimental results of the benchmark
experiments. Mst of the steady-state experiments were simulated in the validation process of
the physical model- effective multiplication factors, power distribution within the core and
power peaking factor analysis were performed and discussed. The MCNP calculated values of
the multiplication factor are consistent with the experimental data, although the MCNP
calculated value underestimated 0.2510%Ak/k for control rods at critical positions and
overestimated 0.09660/oAk/k for all control rods withdrawn positions. Taking it all in all, it can
be concluded that the model of the TRIGA MARK 11 research reactor is precise enough to
reproduce for analyzing benchmark experiments. The MCNP calculation establishes that the
Monte Carlo simulation might also be used as reference with confidence for further core
configuration studies.
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